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ABSTRACT 
A linear system Ax < b (A, b rational) is said to be totally dual integral (TDI) if for 
any integer objective function c such that max { cx : Ax <b} exists, there is an integer 
optimum dual solution. We show that if P is a polytope ah of whose vertices are 
integer valued, then it is the solution set of a TDI system Ar Q b where b is integer 
valued. This was shown by Ednronds and Giles [4] to be a sufficient condition for a 
polytope to have integer vertices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Ax < b be a linear system with A and b rational. We say that this 
linear system is totally dual integral (or TDI) if for any integer valued c such 
that the linear program 
maximize {cx:Ax<b} 
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has an optimum solution, the corresponding dual linear program has an 
integer optimal solution. This concept was introduced by Edmonds and Giles 
[4], who showed: 
THEOREM 1.1. If a polyhedron is the solution set of a TDI system 
Ax < b, where b is integer valued, then every nonempty face of P contains an 
integer point-in particular, evey vertex of P is integer valued. 
In Sec. 3 we observe that for any rational linear system Ax < b there 
exists a rational (Y such that (arA)x < Qb is a TDI system. Of course, if the 
polyhedron defined by the system has some nonempty face which contains 
no integer point, then for any 1y which makes (aA)x Q ab a TDI system, we 
will have ab fractional. However, we also prove a converse to the Edmonds- 
Giles theorem, namely that if P is a polyhedron such that every nonempty 
face contains an integer point, then there exists a TDI system Ax < b with b 
integer such that P= { x : Ax < b}. We give a proof of this result which is 
based on the fact that the set of objective functions maximized over a face of 
a polyhedron forms a convex cone. In Sec. 2 we present the basic definitions 
and results on cones which we require. In particular, we give a new short 
proof of a classical theorem of Hilbert which shows that a rational cone has a 
finite integer basis (see Theorem 2.1)). 
2. RATIONAL CONES 
Let D be a finite subset of I@. The cone K(D) generated by D is the set 
of all vectors x E R’ such that r = E&d : d ED), where for each d ED, Ad is 
a nonnegative real number. We call K a rational cm if K = K(D) for some 
D c 03 such that every member of D is rational. We now prove a classical 
theorem of Hilbert [7] which shows that for any rational cone K there exists 
a finite set 2 of integer members of K such that every integer x E K can be 
expressed as a nonnegative integer linear combination of members of Z. 
This is not in general true for a cone with irrational generators. For 
example, consider the cone K in !R2 generated by (0,l) and (l,z), where z is 
some positive irrational. The line (Y. (1,~) for (Y > 0 contains no rational points, 
and hence for any finite subset Z of integer members of K, there must exist 
some rational p E K - K(Z). But then if we multiply p by a sufficiently large 
integer, we obtain an integer $ E K - K(Z), and so ? is certainly not a 
positive integer linear combination of members of Z. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a rational cone. Then there exists a finite set Z 
of integer members of K such that every integer xE K is a nonnegative 
integer linear combiruztion of members of Z. 
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Proof. Let K = K(D). We may assume that D is a set of integer vectors. 
Let 
Z E { r E d : x is an integer vector, 
r=E&d:dED), 
O<A,<lforalld~D}. 
Then Z is a finite subset of integer vectors in K. For any integer x E K, there 
exists (& > 0: d ED) such that 
where for any real number t, LtJ denotes the greatest integer no greater than 
t. Because x and TZ(L&& : d E D) are integer vectors, X((X, - LA&i : d ED) 
is an element of Z. Since D C Z, x is a nonnegative integer combination of 
members of Z. H 
3. INTEGER POLYHEDRA AND TOTAL DUAL INTEGRALITY 
Let P = {x E R” : Ax < b} be a polyhedron. We say that P is an integer 
polyhedron if every nonempty face of P contains an integer point. If P is 
pointed, that is, has at least one vertex, this is equivalent to the assertion that 
every vertex of P is integer valued. For any nonempty face F of P, there 
exists a linear objective function c such that cx is maximized over P by 
precisely the members of F. Conversely, for any linear objective function c 
such that cx has a maximum over P, there exists a nonempty face F of P such 
that cx is maximized over P by the members of F. Thus it follows im- 
mediately that P is an integer polyhedron if and only if for every linear 
objective function c such that cx has a maximum over P, there is an integer 
member of P for which the maximum is attained. Edmonds and Giles [4] 
prove the following strengthening of this result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P={xEW:Ax<b} where A and b are rational. 
Then P is an integer polyhedron if and only if max{ cx:xEP} is integer 
valued for every integer objective function c having a maximum over P. 
The important fact about Theorem 3.1 is the assertion that if P is not an 
integer polyhedron, then there exists an integer objective function which 
when maximized over P takes on a fractionuZ value. 
If P has vertices, then this result can be proved using the Gomory 
cutting-plane algorithm [6], since if this algorithm finds a fractional vertex v 
of polyhedron P, it generates a cut ax < P where a is integer valued, a is 
maximized over P at v, and uv is not integer valued. 
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If a polyhedron P is the solution set of a TDI system with integer right 
hand sides, then for any integer objective function c which has a maximum 
over P, by linear programming duality this maximum value is an integer. 
Hence from Theorem 3.1 P is an integer polyhedron, and so Theorem 1.1 
follows directly from Theorem 3.1. We now prove two converse results. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any rational linear system Ax <b there is a positive 
rational number a such that arAx f ab is TDI. 
Proof. It is trivial to show that for a fixed integer valued c there exists 
an a such that the polyhedron { y E R” : y(aA) = c, y > 0} is an integer 
polyhedron, since multiplying A by (Y has the effect of multiplying all 
extreme points by l/a. However, we must show that it is possible to choose 
a single a which will work for every possible integer c. 
We may assume that A = (ai1 : i E I, i EJ) is integer valued. Let N be the 
set of all ]I] X ]I] nonsingular submatrices of the concatenation of A with a 
)I) X )I( identity matrix. Let 
p=ln(det(B):BEN)I and o~l/fi. 
A simple application of Cramer’s rule now shows that every component 
of every basic feasible solution y * of y( aA) = c, y > 0, is integer valued for 
any integer c. n 
This theorem makes clear the importance of the hypothesis in Theorem 
1.1 that b should be integer valued. If P= {x : Ax < b} is not an integer 
polyhedron, then for any rational a which makes aAx Gab a TDI system, we 
must have ab fractional. However, we show the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P= {x : Ax < b}, where A and b are rational. Zf P is 
an integer polyhedron, then there exists a TDI linear system A’x < b’ with b’ 
integer such that P={xEN’:A’x<b’}. 
Before proving Theorem 3.3 we give some definitions and a lemma. Let 
A=(aii:iEZ, ~E.J) and b=(bi:iEZ). For any HcZ we let A[H]r(aii:iE 
H, ~E_Z) and b[H]=(bi:iEH). F or any FEZ we let A[i] denote (aij:iEJ). 
Let F be any nonempty face of the polyhedron P = {x E [WE :Ax <b}. Then 
thereisauniquemaximalsubsetHofZsuchthatF={xEP:A[H]x=b[H]}. 
We call H the equality set of F (relative to the system Ax Gb). Finally, we 
let C(F) be the set of all c E d such that every x E F maximizes cx over P. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let F be a nonempty face of P= (x:Ax <b), and let H be 
the equulity set of F. Then, if R is the set of rows of A[H], 
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(a) C(F)=K(R) (that is, C(F) is the cone generated by the rows of A 
indexed by the members of the equality set of F); 
(b) for any c E C(F), if c = X(A,A[ h] : h E H) where h,, 2 0 for all h E H, 
then max {cx:xEP}=C(A,b,:hEH). 
Proof. If c EK(R), then c=C(h,A[h]: hEH), where A,, 20 for all 
hEH. For any xEF, cx=2(h,A[h]x:hEH)=C(&bb,:hEH). For any xE 
P, cx=C(X,A[h]x:h~H)<2&,b,:h~H). Hence CEC(F). Moreover (b) is 
established for every c E K(R). 
Conversely, for any c E C(F) consider the dual linear program to 
max {cx:x~P}, namely mm {by:y>O, yA=c}. There exists an optimal 
solution y*, since c E C(F); and moreover, if y: > 0, then by complementary 
slackness, A[i]x = bi for any x E P which maximizes cx over P. Hence 
A[i]r = bi for all x E F, and so i E H. Therefore y expresses c as a nonnega- 
tive linear combination of members of R, so cEK(R). Thus C(F)=K(R), 
and the proof is complete. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We may assume that A and b are integer. If c is 
an objective function that has a maximum value over P, then there is a 
minimal nonempty face F of P for whose members the maximum is attained, 
so it will be sufficient to show: 
(c) For any minimal nonempty face F of P there is a linear system 
DFx <dF, with dF integer, satisfied by every XEP and such that for any 
c E C(F) there exists an integer optimal dual solution to the linear program 
max{cx:Ax<b, DFx<dF}. 
Let F be a minimal nonempty face of P, with equality set H. By Lemma 
3.4(a), C(F) is the rational cone generated by the rows of A[H]. By Theorem 
2.1 there is a finite “integer basis” Z of C(F) such that every z E Z is an 
integer and every integer c E C(F) is a nonnegative integer linear combina- 
tion of members of Z. For any zEZ let S;=max{zx:xEP}=E for any 
XE F. Since F contains an integer point, 5, is integer valued. Moreover every 
r E P satisfies zx <L. We let DFx < dF be the linear system (n < {= : z E Z). 
Now since every integer c E C(F) is a nonnegative integer linear combination 
of rows of DF, (c) follows from (b). Hence a TDI linear system defining P is 
(DFx < dF : F is a minimal nonempty face of P), which is a finite system 
because P has a finite number of minimal nonempty faces. n 
For a given integer polyhedron P, a popular problem is that of finding 
a minimal linear system Ax < b such that P= { x : Ax Q b}. In view of Theorem 
3.3 a second question that can be asked is the following. What is a minimal 
TDI system A’x < b' with integer right-hand sides such that P= {x : A’r < 
b’}? For some classes of polyhedra these two linear systems can be “identi- 
cal”; we can find a minimal linear system Ax < b which defines P and which 
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is TDI with integer b. For example, if G=(V,E) is a graph and b=(b,:iE 
V) is a vector of positive integers, the matching polyhedron P(G, b) is 
defined to be the convex hull of all nonnegative integer vectors x = (xi : i E E) 
such that for each node i of G, the sum of the x,. over the edges of G incident 
with i is at most bi. Let i be the unit vector indexed by V. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Cunningham and Marsh [2]). The minimal linear system 
Ax < d such that P( G, i) = {x : Ax <d } (scaled in the “natural way” so that 
A is O-l valued) is a TDI system with d integer. 
However, this result does not generalize to matching problems with 
arbitrary b. In general a TDI linear system with integer right-hand side that 
defines P( G, b) will be larger than a minimal linear system necessary to 
define P( G, b). 
Other examples of polyhedra for which the two linear systems above can 
be identical are the intersection of integral polymatroids (see Edmonds [3] 
and Giles [5]) and the convex hull of the incidence vectors of independent 
sets of nodes in a perfect graph (see Chvatal [l]). 
Many of the ideas presented here arose during discussions with Michael 
Todd and Robert Jeroslow. In particular, conversations with Jerosluw concern- 
ing the subject mutter of Sec. 2 were valuable. 
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